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In the world of sales, appreciating the importance of effective training and coaching 
is becoming more popular and prevalent. Recently, sales enablement as a discipline 
has come to the fore in recognition of the need to support sales staff and maximise 
their chances of success. Developing salespeople during and, more importantly, after 
induction, is vital to achieving a consistent, revenue generating and adaptive salesforce.

However, there are still many sales teams that lack the support they need to keep 
developing. Training and coaching our sales people is the biggest lever we can pull on in 
terms of sales performance, resulting in improved selling skills, accelerated adoption of 
new approaches and refined performance. But how can we best support our teams to 
achieve this and, in short, improve our bottom line? 

This resource will explore the 5 stages of developing high performing salespeople and 
provide practical guidance for improving sales training and coaching through effective 
learning opportunities.

1. Accelerate the onboarding of salespeople

2. Enhanced shadowing 

3. Encourage a self-reflective salesforce

4. Deliver coaching and feedback more effectively

5. Support and encourage peer mentoring

Introduction
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The key to attracting and retaining new salespeople is in the quality of ongoing training and support you 
offer new starters. Getting new salespeople up to speed quickly, without risking the quality of their work, 
is achievable with a well designed onboarding and coaching programme. This will maximise both their 
personal success and the success of your team.   

How to get your salespeople off the start line quickly

Establishing what best practice looks like alongside a well organised sales process and sales 
methodology is a great way of exposing those new starters to the fundamentals of selling and, more 
importantly, how to sell your product or service. By creating a hierarchy of what they need to know in 
the first few weeks aligned to your buyer journey, new starters will be able to prioritise their learning and 
get to grips with skills that have the highest impact on sales results. When provided alongside examples 
of best practice, new starters will have a clear definition of what excellent selling looks like in your 
organisation and will be ready to perform competently, much faster. 

Create experts within your team 

Sales professionals should be seen by clients as trusted advisors. To achieve this, they need to know as 
much, or more about the field in which your buyers operate. Of course, becoming an expert at anything 
takes time, so think about how your onboarding programme can speed up this process. 

At Hubspot for example, new sales starters are tasked with creating their own websites, blogs and 
social media presence and as a result, engage with SEO methods along the way. This means that when 
it comes to selling Hubspot’s inbound marketing tools they have a genuine understanding of how their 
technology works for the end user and the pains and stresses felt by their potential customers.

Onboarding salespeople1

“The best trained 
salespeople have 
experienced the day-
to-day job of their 
potential customers”

“When salespeople 
go through structured 
onboarding, 69% are 
more likely to remain 
with the organisation 
after three years.”

Mark Roberge,  
“The Sales Acceleration Formula”

A Magazine,  
“How to inspire great teams”
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Test for sales readiness

How do you know when your new starters are ready to get on the 
phone or meet potential clients? You can test for sales readiness 
through one simple exercise, role play. 

If possible, mimic the environment they will be selling in. If they 
are telemarketers, role play over the phone. Field sales? Set up a 
meeting. This form of simulated learning will allow you and your 
team member to come to a number of realisations: 

1. What do they know about what you sell?

2. What do they know about your competitors?

3. How competent are their sales skills?

4. How do they deal with objections?

5. Where do they need more support?  

Following role play, you should have an answer, are they customer 
ready, or not? 

Are your team sick of role play?  
This blog explores how you can get them more engaged.

Onboarding salespeople
(continued...)

Top tip:
Give team members the opportunity to role play with more than 
one person in your organisation. This will provide them with a 
number of different scenarios and voices mimicking the sales 
environment and diversifying feedback.  

Use the app to easily and quickly record role plays and get salespeople 
to self-assess their own performance before providing them with 
coaching on areas they need to improve.

1

iConnect Customer?

http://iconnect-online.com/2017/03/20/are-your-people-sick-role-play/
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Traditional shadowing has been criticised in recent times 
because it lacks scalability and generally only covers product 
demos or client meetings. It rarely follows the whole sales 
cycle from start to finish with the same customer. This is 
especially true for companies that have particularly long sales 
cycles, where shadowing a sales process from start to finish 
could take months, which is neither scalable nor effective. 

This approach can also lead to new starters only witnessing 
one person’s selling style, leading to potentially disillusioned 
and demotivated new starters as selling styles may be 
different from their own. 

We have to redefine what shadowing is and how it should 
work. Shadowing shouldn’t just be about ride-alongs or live 
call listening, but the whole sales process demonstrated from 
multiple selling styles. To achieve this, new starters should 
have access to best practice examples of entire buying 
journeys that they can access on demand. 

This blog explores more ways you can enhance job 
shadowing for your team.

Re-imagining shadowing:  
a new approach

2

Top tip:
Shadowing is useful for everyone. Don’t confine it to new starters. 
Encourage collaboration and shadowing across your team no matter 
what the level. Just makes sure that you set time aside to discuss what 
was observed. Let your team learn from each other. 

Create a showreel of the initial phone conversation, online demo and/or face 
to face meeting. Get the featured top performer to use the commentary tool 
to explain and pinpoint different selling skills they used and why they worked. 
Proposals and even email threads can be attached to the showreel, which 
can then be shared into a communal best practice library. 

iConnect Customer?

“Do the best you can, until you can do better. 
Then when you know better, do better”
Maya Angelou

“Using call and video recordings are so much more 
engaging and we found our new hires getting to grips 
with our language, processes and selling style far more 
quickly. Speed to competency in our sales team has 
increased dramatically.” 
Roberta Folta, Sales Trainer

http://iconnect-online.com/2017/05/04/job-shadowing-increase-effectiveness/
http://iconnect-online.com/2017/05/04/job-shadowing-increase-effectiveness/
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How many times have you come out of a meeting and 
thought “I could have done better”, “I wish I had used 
that example” or “I don’t think I negotiated very well then”. 
Reflecting on those moments is important, but to really refine 
your sales skills and performance you need to go beyond 
simple recall to analyse specifics like body language or 
whether you really uncovered their needs.

3 ways to encourage your salespeople to be more 
reflective:

1. Lead by example. For your team to be more reflective, 
they need to see how reflective you are. Record yourself 
in a presentation (good or bad!) and take the time to 
watch it back and share some insights that you gained. 

2. Ask each team member to pinpoint an area that 
they would like to focus their reflection on.  
This self-evaluation can be used as a basis for discussion 
in 1-2-1s where you can encourage them to share what 
they’re learning.

3. Create a sales team focus that concentrates on one 
particular priority, for example, closing or questioning. 
This is likely to encourage collaborative reflection and 
discussion.

Intrigued about self-reflection in sales?  
This blog will tell you more

Self-reflection: leading by example3

Encourage your team to regularly record their phone calls, online meetings or 
face-to-face interactions to reflect on their performance in line with their goals. 
This makes them accountable for their own learning and allows them to reflect 
in a contextualised manner, increasing positive behaviour change.

iConnect Customer?

Action Learning  
uses reflection and the cycle of learning

“Learning is a continuous cycle of action and reflection.”

(Kolb 1984)

Stage 1:  
Having an experience

Stage 3:  
Concluding from the experience

Stage 4:  
Applying the learning and planning 

the next steps

Stage 2:  
Reflecting on and analysing 

the experience

http://iconnect-online.com/2017/02/17/self-reflection-sales/
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Coaching

On average 84% of sales training is forgotten after 90 days, unless it is reinforced by coaching.  
However, less than 20% of the average manager’s time is spent coaching.

Effective coaching is the most powerful way to increase individual sales performance. Identifying strengths 
and weaknesses, and exploring where you should focus your coaching efforts, will allow you to provide 
personalised interventions for every team member.

However, not all sales managers have the skills and experience for coaching. High performance sales 
coaching is about asking great questions and listening. Almost 75% of sales organisations waste resources 
on poor coaching approaches and only a quarter leverage the performance potential of formal coaching.

5 things great sales coaches do:

1. Define - help salespeople define their performance goals and what they would like to improve.

2. Execute - help develop habits that allow them to reach their goals. 

3. Advise - ask exploratory questions that allow their salespeople to find their own answers. 

4. Develop - assess the skills gap, knowledge transfer and ownership of the salesperson.

5. Motivate - understand the motivators of each salesperson and take action to maximise it. 

Check out this infographic for more insight into becoming an effective sales coach.

Want to coach your team more regularly? This blog discusses overcoming coaching barriers.

Coaching and feedback4

http://cdn2.hubspot.net/hubfs/123161/PDFs/5_Roles_of_a_Successful_Sales_Coach.pdf?t=1487957953490
http://iconnect-online.com/2017/03/31/4-performance-coaching-problems/
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Feedback 

Giving feedback to your sales team is the most important part of being a sales leader. You’re responsible for 
their performance and ensuring they hit their targets. They should look to you to help them improve and offer 
them resources, guidance and knowledge. Time spent coaching is time well spent.

Coaching and feedback
(continued...)

4

1. Ask them to self-assess first - by asking the 
receiver to go first, it allows them to be self-
reflective. It also means they may raise any areas for 
development themselves.

2. Give feedback on a regular basis - feedback 
should be a weekly, even daily occurrence. Don’t 
keep it confined to 1-2-1s or formal settings, make 
it a normal part of your day-to-day communication 
with team members.  

3. Make sure you give positive feedback too 
-  research suggests that you should give 5 bits of 
positive feedback for every 1 piece of constructive 
feedback so that you help keep them motivated.

4. Reference a specific situation when giving 
feedback - this will help them to understand the 
context of your feedback. E.g. “In your client review 
meeting yesterday I noticed that….”.

5. Feedback on specific behaviours and try to be 
objective about these 

6. When giving feedback - make sure you explain 
the impact of their actions on you / the rest of the 
team / their performance. This reinforces good 
behaviours and explains why bad ones need 
changing. For example:  
 
“Jack, when I was reviewing your meeting 
yesterday I noticed you applied the information 
you gathered from your questioning into your 
presentation. This is great to see, it keeps 
them engaged and ensures their priorities are 
aligned to our product”. 
 
Or… “Jack, for the last two months you’ve 
been late sending me your figures. This means 
I have to chase you and can make me late 
reporting to the board.”

Here are some tips to help you improve the way you give feedback:

The “Situation - Behaviour - Impact” tool is 
really useful >>

Use the feedback and analysis 
tools to provide time-stamped, 
contextualised feedback on real-life 
or simulated events.

iConnect Customer?

“Using iConnect’s call 
capture feature allows 
us to record real-
practice examples, so 
sales managers are able 
to coach and feedback 
to their teams more 
often and with better 
outcomes. As a result, 
coaching and mentoring 
is now a regular part of 
ongoing sales training 
and development”
Lucy Franklin, Sales Director

https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/situation-behavior-impact-feedback.htm
https://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/situation-behavior-impact-feedback.htm
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Effective peer-to-peer coaching can accelerate your sales team’s performance 
by establishing a shared focus for learning and development. It can also take the 
pressure off sales managers who can often be solely responsible for coaching. 

Here are 5 tips for getting your team off to the right start:

1. Set your team up in trios:  
A coaches B, B coaches C, and C coaches A. Make sure everyone fully 
understands the process, timings and responsibilities. 

2. Encourage your team to discuss their goals first:  
The more open they are about these, the more they can increase their 
commitment to achieving them.

3. Establish a culture of trust and respect:  
This will help salespeople feel confident that this is a supportive process.  

4. Set out a code of conduct that everyone has to adhere to:  
This will help to ensure everyone agrees on certain principles, such as not 
making quick judgements, ensuring feedback is developmental and clear 
parameters are set out from the start. 

5. Reflect on change:  
With any method of performance development, it is important to look at 
where you were and how you’ve improved. It is incredibly motivating to see 
how you’ve developed and the impact it has had. This ensures that your team 
remain focused going forward.

Support and encourage  
peer-to-peer mentoring

4

Create Groups in the platform where peer mentoring 
teams can share videos and phone calls for discussion 
and learning opportunities.

iConnect Customer?

“iConnect allows managers and team 
members to view each other’s sales examples 
at a time suitable to them. It means as a team 
we can provide more peer support, mentoring 
and coaching without it impacting our day to 
day work. We’ve all improved as a result.” 

Lauren Trigwell, Sales Manager
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In summary, if you want to develop a high performing sales 
team, it’s important to support them from the very beginning and 
provide them with learning opportunities throughout their tenure.

The effective onboarding of new salespeople is paramount. 
Equip them with knowledge, insight and resources to 
quickly understand your buyer’s journey and accelerate their 
development with best practice examples.

Create a culture of trust that’s judgement free and open to 
continuous learning. Leading by example is a sure-fire way to 
show your team that you are all in it together. 

Offer the correct tools to support their learning and development 
and allow them time to reflect on their practice and see 
improvements through coaching and feedback.  

Finally, investing in your people will empower them to 
strive for something greater than good.

Summary

Everything you have read in this guide is currently being 
achieved by our customers. 

 
Check out the Accordance VAT case study to see how.

http://iconnect-online.com/2017/01/02/accordance-vat/


With iConnect’s sales capture 

technology and online platform, 

salespeople can record their 

performance in any scenario, from 

phone calls, online meetings, role 

plays and face-to-face interactions.

www.iconnect-online.com | 0333 1362 894

REQUEST AN ONLINE DEMO

Experiential  
sales development

http://www.iconnect-online.com/
http://www.iconnect-online.com/
https://www.iconnect-online.com/meet-with-us/

